
The Lantern English Co.
English Program

Level II (7th Grade)

Week One: Vocabulary

LESSON & ASSIGNMENTS: WRITE DEFINITIONS

Assignment 1: Read the 25 words below. This is your vocabulary list for study over the next nine weeks.  
Begin this week by looking up the definition for each of the words, then write it in your own words. 

• complicated
• compliment
• contempt
• cooped
• dramatic
• exception
• fortunate
• fostering
• imposing
• inherit
• inspection
• installment
• intend
• manufacture
• maxim
• memorial
• myth
• peculiar
• recite
• sensation
• skidded
• snuffled
• suspicious
• torrent
• triumph



The Lantern English Co.
English Program

Level II (7th Grade)

Week One: Grammar

LESSON & ASSIGNMENTS: NOUNS

Writing is not just about having good ideas. If it were, people with good ideas would automatically be good  
writers. Unfortunately, this is not the case. 

A good writer knows that he must have more than creative ideas in his head. In fact, he must have much 
more than ideas. A good writer must have knowledge of his language.

If  you want  to  be  a  good writer  and  do  not  understand your  language  (whether  English,  Chinese,  or 
Russian),  you will  not get very far. Understanding the basic mechanics of your language is essential to 
crafting good writing in letters, essays, reports, and stories. Although these studies may seem boring to you, 
your writing has no ability to improve or grow unless you take the time to build a strong 
foundation in mechanics.

We begin our study of writing mechanics with the parts of speech.  Our English language has eight parts of 
speech. Here are the names and some examples of each:

Noun Names a person, place, thing, or 
idea

Examples: mom, Mr. Grape, 
Seattle, NYC, apple, guitar, 
happiness, joy

Pronoun Replaces a noun Examples: he, she, it, I, you, some

Verb States an action, helps another 
verb, or links another word to the 
subject 

Examples: be, have, do, like, work, 
sing, can, must

Adjective Describes a noun Examples: a/an, the, sixty-nine 
(69), blue, some, good, big, red, 
interesting

Adverb Describes an adjective, verb, or 
another adverb 

Examples: quickly, silently, well, 
badly, very, really 

Conjunction Joins clauses or sentences or 
words 

Examples: and, but, when

Preposition Links a noun to another word Examples: under, above, over, in, 
on, after, to, at

Interjection Short exclamation, sometimes 
inserted into a sentence 

Examples: My! Oh! Ouch! Hi!



For our first lesson, we will begin with the noun.

The Noun

A noun names a person, place, thing, or idea. 
We can separate nouns into two main groups: concrete nouns and abstract nouns. 

Concrete nouns are nouns that we can touch with our hands, see with our eyes, smell with  
our nose, hear with our ears, or taste with our tongue.  In other words, we use one or more of our 
five senses to experience the concrete noun. Concrete nouns name people, places, and things. 

The other type of noun is an abstract noun. This is a noun that we cannot see, hear, feel,  
touch, or taste.

Happiness is an example of this. We cannot see, hear, smell, touch, or taste happiness. It is an idea or a  
concept. You cannot say what color happiness is or what it tastes like. If you tried to touch happiness, you  
would have a very hard time doing that because there is nothing to touch. Does happiness have a smell? No. 
Happiness is an abstract noun.  

Freedom and liberty are two other examples of abstract nouns. Abstract nouns do not have color, sound, 
taste, etc. Abstract nouns name ideas. 

We can also categorize nouns in another way:  common nouns and proper nouns.  Let us look at 
common nouns first. 

Common Nouns

Person
• mother
• brother
• clerk
• policeman
• athlete

Place
• home
• store
• street
• bedroom
• warehouse

Thing
• cup
• bananas
• table
• book
• computer

Idea
• love
• hope
• happiness
• fear
• anger

Notice that the nouns in the first table do not start with a capital letter. That is because they are not naming  
a specific person, place, thing, or idea. We call these types of nouns common nouns or improper  
nouns.  We use common nouns when we are not referring to something by a specific name.

Assignment 1A: Write ten common nouns for each: 

Person

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Place

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Thing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ideas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Assignment 1B: Find the common nouns in the following sentences.

1. He put the books away. 9.  We will go eat dessert. 

2. The grass is wet. 10. The snow-blower is loud. 

3. My friends sat in the sun. 11. We made sandwiches for lunch. 

4. Our house is small. 12. The car was stolen. 

5. Will you get the mail? 13. The boy took a nap. 

6. I need to buy a gift. 14. The package arrived late. 

7. My water bottle broke. 15. Where is your suitcase? 

8. Justin needs a shirt. 16. The plane flew high into the clouds. 

Proper Nouns

Person
• Mom
• Aunt Susan
• Grandpa Chuck
• President Anderson

Place
• Highland Park
• Walgreens
• King's Dominion
• France

Thing
• Empire Apples
• Bible
• Android
• Nile River

Note that all of the nouns in this table begin with a capital letter. These nouns are naming a specific person, 
place, or thing (note that ideas – abstract nouns – can never be made proper.) We call these types of  
nouns specific or proper nouns. We use proper nouns when we are referring to something 
by a specific name. 

The following categories are always proper nouns.

1. Names of people and pets:  

Mrs. Edwards David Snoopy Garfield

2. Names of places and buildings:

Madrid, Spain Main Street Washington Monument
Lake Ontario Alaska Pacific Ocean

3. Names of books, movies, newspapers, and magazines: 

Charlotte's Web Toy Story The Orlando Times
Highlights Monsters, Inc. 

4. Names of holidays, days of the week, and months:  

Christmas Sunday April
Memorial Day Thanksgiving Friday

5. Names of languages:

Spanish English French Italian



6. Names of companies and brand names:

Google Pepsi Nike Apple

7. Titles of people when used in front of their names:

President Lincoln King George Captain Hook
Judge Peterson Prince William Doctor McNeish

8. Names of religions:

Baptist Protestant Jewish Catholic

Two groups of nouns that can be confusing when it comes to capitalizing them are the seasons (spring, 
summer, fall, and winter) and directions (north, south, east, west). 

The general rule for seasons is that you do not capitalize them unless they start a sentence or are part of the 
name of an event such as the "Winter Olympics."

The rule for directions is also easy. If you are referring to a specific part or location of the country (such as  
the South, the Northwest,  the East), then you should capitalize them. But, if you are just referring to a  
general direction, then do not capitalize them (such as north of town, southeast of my house).

Assignment 1C: Write five proper nouns for each. Remember to capitalize each proper noun: 

Person

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Thing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



The Lantern English Co.
English Program

Level II (7th Grade)

Week One: Writing

LESSON & ASSIGNMENTS: THE PARAGRAPH

Essays are made up of paragraphs. While learning to write paragraphs may seem elementary at best, if you 
are  unable  to  construct  logical  and  interesting  paragraphs,  you  will  struggle  to  write  essays.  Strong  
paragraphs are the foundation for any successful essay. 

Paragraphs are groups of sentences that express one main idea.  They help us  to  be able  to 
describe or explain more detail about a particular subject – more detail than a single sentence can give. 

One of the biggest debates about the paragraph is over the correct length. There are many different ideas 
regarding  how long a  correct  paragraph  should  be,  but  the  truth  is  that  length  is  not  what  defines  a 
paragraph. What is?  Unity is  what  defines a paragraph. It  is  often recommended that  paragraphs are 
approximately 8-10 sentences long, but the real issue is unity. 

• Does each sentence in the paragraph fit together? 
• Are you expressing a main idea in your group of sentences?
• Is there a clear topic sentence? 

If you cannot answer “yes” to all of these questions, your group of sentences (no matter how long) is not a 
correct paragraph. A correct paragraph, whether 5 or 20 sentences long, contains unity and logic with 
a clearly defined topic. 

The topic sentence is the sentence which expresses the main idea of the paragraph. The topic sentence 
should be the first, or occasionally the second, sentence in the paragraph. Most paragraphs also have a  
concluding sentence which simply restates the idea from the topic sentence. The concluding sentence is the 
last sentence.  (NOTE: If  the paragraph is part of  a larger piece,  it  usually does not have a concluding  
sentence, but a transition sentence. We will learn more about this later on in the class.)

The sentences in between the topic sentence and the concluding sentence should all pertain to the same 
topic. You do not want to include sentences that are bunny trails from the main idea or that express a 
completely different idea all together. Look at some examples. 



EXAMPLES:

1) Baseball is a bat-and-ball sport played between two teams of nine players each.  The 
goal is to score runs by hitting a ball with a bat and touching a series of four bases arranged at the  
corners of a ninety-foot square, or diamond. Players on one team take turns hitting against the  
pitcher of the other team which tries to stop them from scoring runs by getting hitters out in any of  
several ways. A player on the batting team can stop at any of the bases and later advance via a  
teammate's  hit  or  other  means.  The  teams  switch  between  batting  and  fielding  whenever  the  
fielding team records three outs.  One turn at bat for each team constitutes an inning and nine 
innings make up a professional game. The team with the most runs at the end of the game wins. The 
Yankees are my favorite baseball team.

2) Baseball is a bat-and-ball sport played between two teams of nine players each.  The 
goal is to score runs by hitting a ball with a bat and touching a series of four bases arranged at the  
corners of a ninety-foot square, or diamond. Players on one team take turns hitting against the  
pitcher of the other team which tries to stop them from scoring runs by getting hitters out in any of  
several ways. A player on the batting team can stop at any of the bases and later advance via a  
teammate's  hit  or  other  means.  The  teams  switch  between  batting  and  fielding  whenever  the  
fielding team records three outs.  One turn at bat for each team constitutes an inning and nine 
innings make up a professional game. The team with the most runs at the end of the game wins. 

3) Baseball  is  a  bat-and-ball  sport  played  between  two  teams  of  nine  players  each. 
Baseball isn't my favorite sport. I prefer figure skating. But in Baseball, the goal is to score runs by 
hitting a ball with a bat and touching a series of four bases arranged at the corners of a ninety-foot  
square, or diamond. Players on one team take turns hitting against the pitcher of the other team 
which tries to stop them from scoring runs by getting hitters out in any of several ways. A player on  
the batting team can stop at any of the bases and later advance via a teammate's hit or other means. 
The teams switch between batting and fielding whenever the fielding team records three outs. One 
turn at bat for each team constitutes an inning and nine innings make up a professional game. The 
team with the most runs at the end of the game wins. 

We have just given three different versions of this example paragraph. Each paragraph begins with the 
same topic sentence: “Baseball is a bat-and-ball sport played between two teams of nine players each.” But,  
what is the difference between the three?

• The first version of this paragraph is really good. All of the sentences fit together to explain the basic 
concept of baseball. The only problem is the sentence at the very end: “The Yankees are my favorite  
baseball team.” Perhaps the Yankees are truly your favorite baseball team, but the paragraph is not 
about your opinion of baseball or your favorite team. The paragraph is about baseball and the basic  
rules of the sport. Hence, we should delete the last sentence.

• The second version of this paragraph is perfect. You will notice that we simply deleted “The Yankees 
are my favorite baseball team.” Without that sentence, the entire paragraph speaks of the main 
idea – the basic facts about baseball – and nothing is out of place. 

• The third version of this paragraph is also good, but the unnecessary idea is closer to the beginning 
rather than the end. Did you spot it? There are actually two sentences that should be cut. “Baseball 
isn't my favorite sport. I prefer figure skating.” Does this idea help the main subject? Not really,  
because you are distracting the reader with a completely different topic – that you prefer figure 
skating over baseball. Maybe that is an idea you could cover later on in a longer composition, but  
right now, you want to stick to explaining the rules of baseball. 



Let us look at some other examples. Remember that your paragraphs need to have clearly defined 
topics. You do not want to be speaking about ten different topics in a paragraph. You want to focus on one. 

Here is a poorly written paragraph:

My husband and I  enjoy eating ice  cream.  Wegmans makes  ice  
cream. We really like to eat Abbott's Ice Cream, which is actually frozen  
custard. We eat ice cream a lot. Ice cream comes in many forms. You can  
buy ice cream in containers, ice cream sandwiches, ice cream bites, and ice  
cream bars. I like to eat my ice cream in a cone with sprinkles on top, but  
not a waffle cone. This can be very messy. 

You  obviously  understand  that  the  topic  is  ice  cream.  But,  what  about  ice  cream?  The  topic  in  this 
paragraph is not clearly defined. 

Here is a better paragraph: 

My husband and I enjoy eating ice cream. In fact, we eat ice cream  
a lot. We enjoy eating Wegmans ice cream, but we also really like to eat  
Abbott's ice cream. Although our favorite way to eat ice cream is in a cone  
with  sprinkles  on  top,  we  also  enjoy  eating  ice  cream  sandwiches,  ice  
cream bites, and ice cream bars. Ice cream is our favorite dessert! 

This paragraph is better because, although it  states many similar ideas as the first  paragraph, it  has a 
clearly defined topic.  That  topic  is  that  “my husband and I  enjoy eating ice  cream.”  The following 
sentences speak about what kinds of ice cream we like, how we like to eat it, etc. Instead of hitting on a  
multitude of various ice cream facts, we focus the sentences on our love for ice cream. The topic is clearly 
defined, and the paragraph is unified. 

TYPES OF PARAGRAPHS

As you may already know, we can write many types of paragraphs. 

• Our paragraphs can inform or explain...an event, a family tradition, a plan, a rule, a news story. 
This type of paragraph is known as an  explanatory or expository paragraph.  Our paragraphs can 
also teach...how to play an instrument, how to sweep the floor, how to make a recipe. This type of  
paragraph is expository as well, but it is also known as a how-to paragraph or a process paragraph. 

• Our paragraphs can tell a story. This type of paragraph is known as a narrative paragraph.

• Our  paragraphs  can  describe...  an  object,  a  person,  a  place,  a  feeling,  a  color.  This  type  of  
paragraph is known as a descriptive paragraph. 

• Our paragraph can prove... why you should get a dog, why your bedtime should be made later, why 
you  shouldn't  have  to  take  a  shower.  This  type  of  paragraph  is  known  as  a  persuasive  or 
argumentative paragraph.

Each of these types of paragraphs can also translate into a type of essay. Throughout this level and the next , 
you will become familiar with each type of essay: expository, narrative, descriptive, and persuasive. 



FORMATTING 101

Finally, as you study paragraphs, it is also important to learn how paragraphs should look. This might seem 
silly, but when you are writing, you must also learn to format properly. Learning to follow formatting rules  
in your paragraph writing will make it much easier to follow formatting rules when writing essays. You may 
already know these rules, but do read through the next section carefully to review. 

There are two fundamental rules for formatting good paragraphs: 

1. Write one sentence after another without adding spaces or starting over on a new line. 
Look at the examples below: 

Incorrect: 

Last weekend, we went to a baseball game. 
The game was between the Rochester Red Wings and the Norfolk Tides.
The Red Wings played very well, and we really enjoyed watching the game. 
During the seventh inning stretch, we got ice cream like we always do. 
The Red Wings won the game easily, but it was late so we did not stay for the fireworks. 
Baseball games are one of our favorite parts of summer. 

Correct: 

Last weekend, we went to a baseball game. The game was between the Rochester Red Wings and 
the Norfolk Tides. The Red Wings played very well, and we really enjoyed watching the game. 
During the seventh inning stretch, we got ice cream like we always do. The Red Wings won the 
game easily, but it was late so we did not stay for the fireworks. Baseball games are one of our 
favorite parts of summer. 

2. Indent the first line of the paragraph OR put a complete space in between each paragraph 
to make it clear to the reader that you are beginning a new paragraph. See the examples below: 

Incorrect: 

One of my favorite things to do is play the piano. I have been playing since I was six years old. With 
so many years of practice, I can play almost anything. It is fun to see what types of challenging 
songs I can learn. 
I really enjoy playing classical music and movie scores, but I have recently been practicing some 
jazz piano as well. I am sure I will play the piano forever! 

Correct: 

One of my favorite things to do is play the piano. I have been playing since I was six years 
old. With so many years of practice, I can play almost anything. It is fun to see what types of 
challenging songs I can learn. 

I really enjoy playing classical music and movie scores, but I have recently been practicing 
some jazz piano as well. I am sure I will play the piano forever! 

OR: 

One of my favorite things to do is play the piano. I have been playing since I was six years old. With 
so many years of practice, I can play almost anything. It is fun to see what types of challenging 
songs I can learn. 



I really enjoy playing classical music and movie scores, but I have recently been practicing some 
jazz piano as well. I am sure I will play the piano forever! 

NOTE: Indenting your paragraphs when you are handwriting is easy. You should just start writing a little 
bit  further  in on the first  sentence.  If  you are typing your paragraphs,  the easiest  way to indent your  
paragraph is to press the “tab” button. It should look something like this on your keyboard: 

There is one additional formatting rule you should know about: justifying text. This means to make the  
right side of the text even to create a straight line. Please note that using justified text is common only in 
newspaper or magazine writing. Justified text can be used per preference (as you may see in our lesson 
material), but it is not commonly accepted in academic writing (paper writing for high school or college) 
nor commonly used for web writing. 

See the examples below: 

Not Justified Text: 

To make an apple pie, you will first need to peel and slice four to six large apples. Then, you 
should mix the apples with some sugar, flour, and cinnamon. Pour the apples into an unbaked pie 
crust. Dot the top with butter. Cut a design into the top pie crust, lay it on top of the pie, and pinch 
and trim the edges to make a tight seal. Place the pie on a baking sheet to avoid spills. Bake the pie 
in a 350 degree oven for about an hour. 

Justified Text: 

To make an apple pie, you will first need to peel and slice four to six large apples. Then, you 
should mix the apples with some sugar, flour, and cinnamon. Pour the apples into an unbaked pie 
crust. Dot the top with butter. Cut a design into the top pie crust, lay it on top of the pie, and pinch 
and trim the edges to make a tight seal. Place the pie on a baking sheet to avoid spills. Bake the pie 
in a 350 degree oven for about an hour. 

Note: To straight align your text in a word processor, choose the justify icon. You should see these four  
options somewhere at the top of your word processing program. 

    
  align right      center       align left     justify



Assignment 1A: Bold the topic sentence in the paragraphs below. Underline the unnecessary sentence. 

• Big Ben  is the nickname for the great bell of the clock at the north end of the Palace of Westminster 
in London, and often extended to refer to the clock and the clock tower. The tower is now officially 
called the Elizabeth Tower,  after being renamed in 2012 (from "Clock Tower") to celebrate the  
Diamond Jubilee of Elizabeth II. The tower holds the largest four-faced chiming clock in the world 
and is the third-tallest free-standing clock tower. I have a replica of Big Ben sitting in my living 
room. The tower was completed in 1858 and had its 150th anniversary on 31 May 2009, during 
which celebratory events took place. The tower has become one of the most prominent symbols of 
both London and England and is often in the establishing shot of films set in the city. 

• Idaho is a state in the United States of America.  As a family, we have visited 26 states. Idaho is  
located in the northwestern part of the US. It is the 14 th largest state in our country. This state is 
surrounded  by  Washington,  Oregon,  Nevada,  Utah,  Wyoming,  Montana,  and  parts  of  Canada. 
Idaho's nickname is “The Gem State”, but sometimes it is also called “The Potato State”. Idaho is 
known for its mountains and amazing scenery. Idaho is a beautiful state in America. 

• Play-Doh is a modeling compound used by young children for art and craft projects at home and in 
school.  Composed  of  flour,  water,  salt,  boric  acid,  and  mineral  oil,  the  product  was  first 
manufactured in Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S., as a wallpaper cleaner in the 1930s. When a classroom of 
children began using the wallpaper cleaner as a modeling compound, the product was reworked 
and marketed to Cincinnati schools in the mid-1950s. I used to eat Play-Doh when I was a child.  
Play-Doh was demonstrated at an educational convention in 1956 and prominent department stores 
opened  retail  accounts.  Advertisements  promoting  Play-Doh on influential  children's  television 
shows in 1957 furthered the product's sales. Since its launch on the toy market in the mid-1950s, 
Play-Doh has generated a considerable amount of ancillary merchandise such as The Fun Factory. 
In 2003, the Toy Industry Association named Play-Doh in its "Century of Toys List".

Assignment 1B: Write eight paragraphs of your own, each on a different topic.  You may choose any 
paragraph types you wish. Bold the topic sentences. Ensure that you use appropriate formatting (write one 
sentence after  the other,  indent the first  line,  and left-align the text.  Justified text is optional but  not 
required.)

NOTE: If this assignment is done poorly or a student seems to be struggling, revisions will  
be  required.  Students  must  be able  to  write  good paragraphs as  a  writing foundation  
before moving ahead with additional assignments. 
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How many  times  have  you read  a  book  and  followed  it  by  writing  a  thorough  outline  and  review of 
everything you read? I am assuming the answer is “not too many”, maybe even “never.” I am also assuming  
that if your mom or teacher asks you to summarize a plot, describe a character, or write a book report, you 
probably roll your eyes. “Boring..........”, you think. 

Am  I  right?  I  think  so,  because  most  of  you  are  probably  a  lot  like  me  when  I  was  in  high  school.  
Responding to literature was completely boring. Who even cared about the metaphors and similes, the 
characters, or the central theme? Who cared about the connections and the feelings? Besides, who even 
cared about half of the books I had to read or my opinions of them? Most of those books were just dumb. I 
wish I could have read the books I wanted to read. 

As you can see, I sympathize with what you may be thinking right now. You do not want to study the plots 
and the characters. You do not want to worry about the theme. You do not want to write a book report. You  
just want to read a book you enjoy because you enjoy reading. 

But, you always have an opinion about the book, right? 
I mean, who doesn't like to give their opinion on things? 

A response to literature is simply stating what you observed and learned through a story as well as your  
opinion about the story, all backed by evidence and examples from the story. 

For the most part, you will respond to literature unconsciously. You will not need to sit down and write a  
book report at the end of every novel you read, because you will automatically think about the plot, the 
characters, the themes, and your opinions on your own. However, learning to respond to literature through 
writing demonstrates your understanding of what you are reading. 

Responding to literature is more than just saying, “I liked that story.” 

•It is understanding the various parts of the story. 
•It is finding the theme. 
•It is identifying with the characters.
•It is discovering the climax.
•It is rejoicing in the resolution.
•It is learning to appreciate what you read for more than just a happily-ever-after. 
•It  is  unearthing  your  opinions  about  each  aspect  of  the  story  and  proving  your  points  with  
evidence. 



Though you may find the idea of responding to literature boring as I did when I was your age, you will also  
find that you learn a lot. You will learn about reading. You will learn about writing. You will learn about  
stories and structures, characters and themes. And you may even find that after all you learn, you will have  
grown to appreciate what you can discover about a story and about yourself when reading. 
We begin our journey through literature response by talking about the elements of a story. 
The elements of a story are essential; no story is complete without them. 
The elements are: 

• Plot: The plot is what happens in the story – the beginning, middle, and end. A good plot should 
contain a beginning which introduces the setting, the central characters, and a conflict or struggle. 
As the story grows, the conflict should increase in intensity or excitement. Eventually, the story 
builds to the climax (the highest point of conflict or struggle) near the end of the story. The author 
concludes the plot by giving a  resolution  to the conflict,  often what the character learns by his 
experiences. What the characters learns is the theme. 

The basic steps of a plot are as follows: conflict begins, things go right, things go wrong, final victory 
(or defeat), and wrap-up. The right-wrong steps can repeat. (A novel can have several conflicts, but 
a short story should have only one.)

•Setting: The setting of the story is the location and time in which it takes place. Where does the  
story  take place? When does the story  take place? The setting often defines the genre as well.  
(Science-Fiction, Historical Fiction, Modern Fiction, etc.) 

•Characters:  A story contains a main character (a protagonist) and an opposing character (an 
antagonist). The antagonist is the one who represents or creates obstacles which the protagonist 
must overcome. There may be several protagonists and several antagonists. There are other types of 
characters as well, but we will not get into those here, as they are a bit more complex. (If you want 
to learn more about character development, we highly recommend our Creating Living Characters  
class!)

•Theme: A theme is something important the story tries to tell us – something that might help us 
in our own lives. If you have ever heard, “the moral of the story is....”, this is the theme. The theme  
gives direction and purpose to the story. 

•Structure: The structure of a story is both the point of view as well as the time frame. A story may 
be written in first, second, or third person point of view and in past or present tense. 

1st Person  View: A  single 
character  narrates  a  story, 
speaking  for  and  about 
themselves.  “It  was late last 
night when I decided to go to 
the  grocery  store.”  or  “We 
were  all  quite  tired  by  the 
time the show was finished.” 

2nd Person View: This is the 
most  uncommon point  of  view 
used  in  literature,  but  often 
used in song lyrics. The author 
uses the pronoun “you” to refer 
to  a  character  in  the  story, 
making the reader feel as if he is 
the character. “Late last night, I 
went  to  the  grocery  store  with 
you. Of course, we got lost.” 

3rd Person View: This is the 
most commonly used point of 
view.  The  author  refers  to 
characters as “he”,  “she”,  it”, 
“they”, etc. “Kelly went to the 
grocery  store  late  last  night. 
She was going to buy whipped 
cream.”  or  “They  were 
extremely  happy  when  the 
show  was  finished,  as  they 
were all tired.” 



Past  Tense: The  past  tense  is  most 
commonly used in story writing. “I talked to 
my  mother  on  the  phone.”  or  “Jenna 
dropped  the  cookie  tray  on  the  floor  and 
promptly burst into tears.”

Present Tense: Sometimes, the present tense 
may  be  used  to  narrate  a  story.  The  present 
tense is most often used with 1st Person Point of 
View. “I am afraid. I feel as though I am going 
to lose everything I have.” 

We will be covering these elements in more detail in the following weeks. For now, we would like you to get  
started on your assignments. 

Assignment 1: Choose three (3)  or  four (4)  books that  you have already read and are familiar  with.  
Answer the following questions to the best of your knowledge for each book. 

• What is the title of the book? 
• Who is the author of the book? 
• When was the book written? 
• What is the basic plot? 
• What is the setting for the story? 
• Who are the main characters? 
• What is the theme? 
• What is the point of view? 
• Was the story written in past or present tense? 


